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Figure 1: Conceptual figures and implementations of our remote collaboration framework under two different scenarios: (A-1)
fixed device scenario offers remote collaboration experience for physical tasks on a small workspace. (A-2) a remote collaborator
monitors a workspace through a fixed point-of-view camera and provides instructions to a worker using his/her eye fixations and
hand gestures. (A-3) the system then visualizes a history of collaborator’s point of gaze (green line) as well as hands directly
in front of the worker. (B-1) wearable device scenario addresses remote collaboration in larger workspaces. (B-2) the system
provides the view of a wearable camera worn by the worker. (B-3) the worker was allowed to see the relative direction and
position of collaborator’s eye fixations through an optical see-through head-mounted display.
ABSTRACT

In this work, we investigate how remote collaboration between a local worker and a remote collaborator will change if
eye fixations of the collaborator are presented to the worker.
We track the collaborator’s points of gaze on a monitor screen
displaying a physical workspace and visualize them onto the
space by a projector or through an optical see-through headmounted display. Through a series of user studies, we have
found the followings: 1) Eye fixations can serve as a fast and
precise pointer to objects of the collaborator’s interest. 2)
Eyes and other modalities, such as hand gestures and speech,
are used differently for object identification and manipulation. 3) Eyes are used for explicit instructions only when they
are combined with speech. 4) The worker can predict some
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intentions of the collaborator such as his/her current interest
and next instruction.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer-

Remote collaboration is a form of interaction among two or
more people at remote locations, who interact with each other
to achieve a goal. Supporting remote collaboration by systems (i.e., computer-supported cooperative work; CSCW) is a
long-standing topic in HCI and is beneficial in various fields.
For example, novice workers at a factory production line can
gain the abilities of experienced people at another factory,
making craftsmanship potentially ubiquitous. Remote collaboration at home enables people to take online classes while
sharing their work in progress with a remote teacher. People
may even casually consult on remote partners in their daily
life as elders ask their children about the use of smartphones.

In particular, we are interested in a specific scenario where a
worker involved in a physical task is supported by another remote collaborator who sees the worker’s work in progress via
video. One important technique in this scenario is the transmission of the collaborator’s intentions and instructions to the
worker such as what objects the collaborator is currently focusing on and how he/she wants the worker to manipulate
these objects. Prior work does this by using different modalities including speech, annotations [10, 12, 17, 20, 36], and
hand gestures [16, 30, 34] displayed to a physical work space
to show the explicit instructions given by the collaborator.
In this study, we investigate how remote collaboration by a
worker and a remote collaborator will change if the collaborator’s eye fixations on a physical workspace are presented
to the worker. We track the collaborator’s points of gaze on
a screen monitoring a workspace (Figure 1 (A-2), (B-2)) and
project them on the space by a projector (A-3) or through
an optical see-through head-mounted display (HMD) (B-3).
Prior work has revealed the effectiveness of using eyes in both
physical tasks [24, 32] and virtual tasks [41, 49]. We expect
that people will also effectively use their eyes to accomplish
a task in the context of remote collaboration. We will also see
how the role of existing modalities, such as speech and hand
gestures, will change when they are used in combination with
eye fixations.
The proposed systems facilitate remote collaboration as follows: A physical workspace is first captured by a camera and
transferred to a display screen monitored by a remote collaborator. The collaborator’s points of gaze on the screen are
then captured by an eye tracker and visualized directly onto
the workspace. We design several ways of visualization to
address two major scenarios of remote collaboration, which
introduce 1) a pair of fixed point-of-view (POV) camera and a
projector for monitoring relatively small workspaces, and 2)
a wearable head-mounted camera and an optical see-through
HMD to cope with larger workspaces.
The contribution of this work can be summarized by the following four main findings obtained from three user studies:
• Eye fixations visualized on a physical workspace serve as
a fast and precise pointer, allowing collaborators to reduce
the number of incorrect directions or to decrease the task
completion time. This feature further leads to joint pointing to multiple objects in a static scene captured by a fixed
POV camera or stable pointing in a dynamic scene with
large motion caused by a moving wearable camera.
• We observe the different roles of eyes and other modalities. Instructions given by eye fixations are mainly used
for identifying objects of the collaborator’s interest. On the
other hand, the collaborator uses hand gestures for describing object manipulation such as rotation and attachment.
• Eye fixations are used for providing explicit instructions
only when these fixations are combined with speech. The
worker can therefore distinguish such instructions easily
even if the eye fixations are visualized throughout a task in
a non-salient manner.

• Eye fixations indicate the collaborator’s implicit intentions.
In particular, the worker can predict what the collaborator
is interested in and what his/her next instruction will be.
RELATED WORK
Remote Collaboration

Prior work on remote collaboration, as typified by [34], has
sought a method to enhance the abilities of the worker with
respect to physical tasks, e.g., construction, navigation, and
decision making, with support from the collaborator. Systems to support the remote collaboration are characterized by
a camera device used for monitoring a physical workspace
such as fixed POV camera systems [1, 2, 20, 30, 43, 50] and
mobile camera systems [10, 12, 17, 26, 33, 36, 47]. In particular, Fussell et al. studied the effect of camera settings on
a remote collaboration scenario [14, 15]; they observed that
fixed POV cameras providing a static view of workspaces offered valuable visual information to a collaborator. Fussell
also suggested that wearable cameras could be used to capture wider workspaces than the fixed cameras. These findings
have inspired our use of the collaborator’s eye fixations for
providing instructions as eyes can be used for quickly scanning the workspaces.
Gaze-based Interfaces

After the pioneering work by Jacob on eye movementbased interaction techniques [22], eye movements have been
adopted in a wide range of applications such as GUI manipulation [38, 25], daily life [8, 21], emergency guidance [40],
and robot operation [35], as high-accuracy eye tracking has
become available at a low cost. A considerable amount of recent work has focused on the enhancement of touch/gesture
interaction with gaze information [42, 48, 51], demonstrating
that users can use their eyes to quickly point at target objects
and enhance the precision and speed of touch/gesture interactions. We expect that this ability of the eyes can also effectively work in object identification tasks in the context of
remote collaboration.
Eye-tracking for collaborative tasks

Eye-tracking technologies have already been used in the field
of CSCW, but in a different configuration. Dual eye-tracking
(DUET) studies use an eye tracker for two workers to visualize their points of gaze on a shared screen [9, 11, 23, 39, 41,
44, 49]. Another method of using eye tracking is to present
the eye movements of a worker involved in a physical task
to a collaborator [31]; this has revealed a close relationship
between the worker’s gaze and the collaborator’s verbal instructions. We will use the eye fixations of a remote collaborator for remote collaboration on physical tasks, standing
for a complementary work to [31]. Our work also attempts
to combine eye fixations and hand gestures used along with
speech [34, 10, 16, 30].
PROPOSED REMOTE COLLABORATION FRAMEWORK

Assume that two persons at remote locations are trying to collaborate with each other to perform a physical task, including
fine operations on physical objects such as cooperatively assembling implements at a factory production line or building

a showcase of items at a store, etc.In this setting, we consider
the following two roles to establish remote collaboration: 1)
a worker who faces a workspace in physical spaces (e.g., a
workbench or an entire factory) to perform a task, and 2) a
collaborator who monitors the workspace through a camera
and instructs the worker.
The key question of this work is how the interactions between
a collaborator and a worker working together will change if
the collaborator’s eye fixations on a monitor screen are physically presented onto the workspace. As the collaborator and
the worker are physically separated, it is important through
interaction to share objects of interest to manipulate them toward the goal of the task. Therefore, many user studies with
a remote-collaboration setting have consisted of object identification (e.g., [26, 31]) and manipulation (e.g., [14, 34]).
In particular, we are interested in how systems can facilitate
remote collaboration when remote collaborators wish to manifest their intentions or instructions, such as what objects they
are currently focusing on and how they want a worker to manipulate these objects. In previous studies, remote collaborators did this explicitly using hand gestures [10, 26, 30, 34],
annotations [12, 17, 20, 36], and so on. While these modalities are capable of describing detailed instructions, such as
object manipulation or the overall context of a task, they have
also been used only for identifying the objects of focus.
Our proposal to this end is to allow collaborators to use their
eyes together with their hands and speech for describing their
intentions and instructions. We hypothesize that if the eye
fixations and the hand gestures of the collaborators are visualized in front of a worker, the collaborators will mainly
use their eyes to identify the objects of interest, and use their
hands and speech for describing other detailed instructions
such as object manipulation. In fact, we see objects implicitly before manipulating them by hand [24], and such implicit
gaze behavior alone is often critical for identifying which objects should be of the collaborator’s interest [3, 7, 19]. To
help workers infer the collaborator’s intentions from such implicit behavior, we visualize eye fixations on the workspaces
throughout the tasks, while keeping them less salient so as to
not distract the workers.
Another advantage of using eye fixations is to enable fast
pointing to objects, as we have already reviewed in the related work section. Even if the eye fixations are visualized in
a less-salient way, they can be used for supporting the other
modalities (i.e., speech and hands) in the form of specifying
the objects being referred to.
In the remainder, we will further discuss how eye fixations
potentially work on more specific scenarios such as when using fixed POV cameras and wide field-of-view projectors, or
when using wearable head-mounted cameras and relatively
narrow field-of-view optical see-through displays. We will
also present how to visualize eye fixations tailored to each of
the scenarios.
Visualizing Eye Fixations with Fixed POV Devices

We first consider a specific scenario where a fixed POV camera and a projector are installed to deal with relatively small

workspaces. In this scenario, a sequence of the remote collaborator’s eye fixations can be visualized on the workspaces,
enabling the collaborator to instruct a worker on more than a
single object of current interest.
Some psychological studies have revealed that eye movements were indicative of their background factors such as
critical points in the manipulation tasks [24], task-relevant
locations in a scene [18, 52], next set of manipulations [6],
types of tasks [5, 45, 52], and conversational cues [4, 28]. We
can therefore expect that workers will be able to infer some of
the intentions from the collaborator’s eye movements. For example, eye fixations that traverse an entire workspace region
implicitly indicate that the collaborator is not sure of which
objects to process at that moment. In contrast, sequential fixations on several objects could allow workers to predict the
next set of objects to focus on.
Another possible behavior enabled by a sequence of eye fixations is a joint reference of two or more objects. This behavior
can help collaborators to describe the relationships between
objects (e.g., screws to attach and boards to be attached).

Visualizing Eye Fixations with Wearable Devices

When workspaces are larger than what a worker can see at
once, we choose to use a pair of wearable head-mounted camera and an optical see-through HMD for the worker to interact with his/her collaborator. Unlike other camera devices,
such as shoulder-mounted cameras [33] and portable computers [17], the head-mounted cameras allow the worker to
use his/her hands for physical operations. The optical seethrough HMD also has an advantage in physical tasks over
display tools, such as immersive video see-through displays,
particularly when the worker is involved in fine operations on
physical objects.
As the field-of-view of HMDs is often considerably narrower
than that of wearable head-mounted cameras, a collaborator’s
instructions on the object outside the display view cannot be
directly transmitted to a worker. This constraint makes it difficult or the collaborator to use his/her hands for manifesting the instructions; when pointing out the objects of interest,
the collaborator must change his/her hand poses frequently
to describe the relative direction of the objects as the headmounted cameras move according to head motions of the
worker.
Therefore, we design an indicator for the direction and distance of an eye fixation from the current view of the worker
as if the worker and the collaborator were focusing on the
same objects, as depicted in Figure 1 (B-1). The collaborator
can then specify the objects of interest just by seeing them,
making it easier to give instructions by other modalities such
as speech and hand gestures.
From the worker’s perspective, the eye fixations of the collaborator are not always salient as the worker sometimes averts
his/her eyes from the HMD. Fixations will explicitly work
only when they are used for instructions in combination with
the other modalities.

Figure 2: Overview of the system with fixed POV devices

Figure 3: (A) Workspace captured by a fixed POV camera (B)
Dimensions of the fixed device setting
IMPLEMENTATIONS
Implementation with Fixed POV Devices

We first introduce the implementation of our framework
aimed for relatively small workspaces with a pair of a fixed
POV camera and a projector (see Figure 2 for its overview).
Figure 3 shows the physical setup of the worker side; here,
the system is based on a homographic projection mapping
method. The dimensions of the setup are 85 (width) ⇥
70 depth centimeter, but these dimensions can be extended
by changing the projector and camera positions.

Figure 4: Visualizing Hand Gestures: (A) Video from web
camera with a polarized filter (B) Cropped hand (C) Projected
hand on the workspace

Figure 5: Overview of the system with wearable devices
Implementation with Wearable Devices

As shown in Figure 5, we adopt the same implementation for
the collaborator’s side for wearable-device scenarios tailored
to larger workspaces. The main difference is that the worker
wears a head-mounted camera (Panasonic A1H) and a lightweighted optical see-through HMD (Brother AirScouter WD200S). The HMD is placed in front of the wearer’s line-ofsight to achieve better task performance [53].
HMD-Camera Calibration

To map the collaborator’s eye fixations on a display monitor
onto the physical workspace of a worker, we computed the
perspective projection between a projector and a camera by
manually pointing where markers placed on the workspace
appear in the view of the camera and the projector.

The system uses optical see-through HMD-based mobile augmented reality (AR) technologies that require a calibration
process to map collaborator’s eye fixations onto the HMD
view from a worker. To do this, we followed [27] and asked
an HMD wearer (worker) to align an AR marker at several
locations specified in the HMD view by moving his/her head.
We could then achieve the HMD-camera calibration by seeing the marker through the head-mounted camera.

Visualizing eye fixations

Visualization in optical see-through displays

Projector-camera calibration

The collaborator’s eye and hand movements are captured using an off-the-shelf eye tracker (Tobii EyeX) and a webcam
(Microsoft LifeCam), respectively. The eye tracker measures
the collaborator’s 2D eye position on the display at 30 fps.
The current point of gaze is displayed as a green circle together with five preceding points of gaze shown with a polyline, which corresponds to approximately a 0.2-s history of
eye movements (Figure 3 (B)).
Visualizing hand gestures

To visualize hand-based instructions, such as hand gestures,
we referred to previous researches [13, 37]. Polarized light
from an LCD monitor is blocked by a polarized filter attached
to the camera, while an unpolarized light reflection from a
hand is still visible. This makes it easy to find the hand regions irrespective of what is being displayed on the monitor
(Figure 4). Then, the system visualizes the hand gestures onto
the workspace.

As the HMD has a considerably narrower field of view than
the camera, the collaborator’s eye position on the display
showing the view from the wearable camera may be outside
of the HMD’s view. In such cases, the direction of and the
distance to the collaborator’s eye position is visualized on the
HMD as shown in Figures 6 (A) and (B). The direction of eye
positions from the center of the HMD’s view is indicated by a
circular edge, where the number of red edges increases as the
eye positions get closer. When the collaborator sees inside
the HMD’s view, the eye positions are indicated by a green
square (Figure 6 (C)). The worker is expected to see whether
he/she and the collaborator can share the view or not.
The collaborator’s hands are also shown on the HMD. The
system crops hand images by using the same technology as
the fixed device system (see Visualizing hand gestures). The
system also directly visualizes the cropped hand images on
the HMD (Figure 6 (D)).

Figure 6: Visualizations through an optical see-through
HMD: (A) and (B) circular-edge indicators to show the direction of the collaborator’s points of gaze, (C) point of gaze
inside the HMD view indicated by a green square, and (D)
hand gestures
USER STUDY 1: ASSEMBLING TARGET OBJECTS UNDER FIXED DEVICE SCENARIO

In this section, we first report how eye fixations work on a
fixed POV device scenario. Similar to [43, 46], participants
were asked to perform remote collaboration to assemble a
certain object (e.g., a building) with the blocks scattered on
a desk. We found the statistical evidence on fast pointing by
eye fixations. We also obtained some feedback that implied
the capability of eye fixations, enabling multiple pointing and
conveying the collaborator’s intentions.
Task and Procedure

In this user study, we compared the following two conditions
to see how eye fixations were used for collaboration and how
the use of the other modalities changed: a Gesture condition
where a collaborator was allowed to use hand gestures and
speech and a Gesture + Eye condition where eye fixations
are also available for the collaborator. We recruited eight participants who were students or postdoctoral researchers at a
graduate school of computer science; they belonged to the
age group of 20 to 30 years and had limited experience on
computer-supported remote collaboration.
Four pairs of participants were asked to complete an assembly
task by using the following steps. First, one of the participants
in each pair assigned the role of a remote collaborator saw the
as-built drawings of a target object. Then, the collaborator instructed the other participant (i.e., a worker) on how to assemble the target object by using blocks. Each participant took
turns playing the collaborator and the worker for each condition, and the order of conditions was randomized to maintain
the counterbalance (i.e., each pair conducted four sessions in
total). For each session, the participants were given an additional 5 min in advance for practice with an instruction to use
our remote collaboration system by an experimenter. In the
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Figure 8: Task completion times in User Study 1. Bars show
standard deviation.
case of the Gesture + Eye condition, we calibrated the eye
tracker before each session.
The target objects were randomly chosen from the four depicted in Figure 7. They all consisted of 10 blocks from 25
candidate blocks with a variety of shapes and colors. The asbuilt drawings of the target objects were the photographs of
these same objects taken from three different points of view
so that the collaborators could easily figure out the component blocks.
Evaluations

The time taken to complete a task was measured for each session to observe the statistical difference between the conditions. We hypothesized that the task completion time would
decrease in the Gesture + Eye condition than in the Gesture
condition owing to the fast pointing by eye fixations. We validated this hypothesis by using a paired t-test as standardized
test statistic.
After each session, the participants answered the list of questions presented in Figure 9 with a seven-point scale (disagree
= 1, agree = 7). We also investigated using the Wilcoxon
matched-pair signed-rank test as a non-parametric statistical
hypothesis test whether there were significant differences in
the participants’ experience. Finally, we interviewed the participants regarding their experience with our remote collaboration system at the end of the experiment.
Results

Figure 8 shows the task completion time for each session. We
confirmed the statistical significance in the task completion
time (p = 0.01), indicating that the eye fixations were certainly used as a fast pointer. This finding was also supported
by the statistical significance obtained in the case of the questionnaire shown in Figure 9 (p  0.05). We also confirmed
that the participants successfully shared the instructions and
intentions, on the basis of the responses to questions.
Observation and Feedback

Figure 7: Four target objects used in User Study 1
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Under the Gesture + Eye condition, most participants serving
as a collaborator used eye fixations together with speech to
instruct a worker regarding a block position. They quickly
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The workers could also distinguish the collaborator’s instructions from other eye movements: “I followed the collaborator
when he/she spoke some instructions,” and “I was able to predict the next instruction from a history of collaborator’s eye
positions.”
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We received negative feedback mostly on projection problems because of the incorrect projection size and the 2D projection: “The size of the collaborator’s hands was unnatural
to me; it was too large.” In addition, blocks rarely occluded
instructions provided by visualized eyes from the workers:
“Sometimes, I lost the collaborator’s eyes by occlusion” and
“When the worker lost my eyes, I needed to keep looking at
the target block to describe its position.”
USER STUDY 2:

1

2

3

4

Figure 9: Questionnaires in User Study 1: Pairwise Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests. “*” indicates the significance. Bars show
standard deviation.

OBJECT IDENTIFICATION UNDER

WEARABLE DEVICE SCENARIO

Next, we evaluated our remote collaboration system in a
wearable device setting. We aimed to see how fast and precisely the collaborators could use gaze to specify the target
objects captured with a head-mounted camera of a worker.
We designed a simple task since it was unclear whether people could point objects reliably when the view of a camera
changed dynamically with a worker’s movement.
Task and Procedure

Figure 10: Multiple pointing in User Study 1 (A) Two blocks
(B) Block and its destination
looked at a target block and gave simple instructions: “I felt
the worker knew my gaze position, so I just said take this to
identify an object 1 .”
We also observed a particular role of hand gestures. The collaborators mainly used hand gestures to provide detailed instructions of a manipulation of blocks such as rotations and
attachments: “pointing by eye fixation is very easy and fast,
but it can only describe locational information. So, I used
gestures for describing the posture of blocks.”
Further, we sometimes observed multiple pointing by using
eye fixations; the collaborators looked at several positions at
a time. “I could easily point out two blocks with my eyes”
and “I pointed the block and destination positions together.”
Multiple pointing is a characteristic capability of visualizing
eye fixations in a fixed device setting that might support fast
instructions for shorter task completion times (Figure 10).
The workers almost correctly understood the collaborator’s
instructions in the Gesture + Eye condition: “I understood
1
In this paper, italic fonts in double quotations denote translated
speech from Japanese.

Two conditions were compared in this experiment, where a
collaborator could use eye fixations (Eye condition) or hand
gestures (Gesture condition). The eight participants had the
same background as those in User Study 1. This time, the
participants all played the role of the collaborator, while one
experimenter served as a worker.
We performed the following simplified task where only a collaborator pointed to objects. As shown in Figure 11 (A), the
worker was asked to stand in front of the 18 blocks placed on
a desk. When a session began, the image shown in Figure 11
(B), which indicated one of the 18 blocks, was first presented
to a collaborator. The collaborator then navigated the worker
to the indicated block, by seeing it or describing its location
by hand. The worker moved his/her head to place an object
inside the view of an HMD and confirmed whether it was
the correct target. This pair of navigation and confirmation
was repeated until the collaborator reached the correct target.
The collaborators were allowed to say “yes” or “no” to tell
whether the worker correctly found the target. The number
of mistakes were measured by counting the number of “no”
responses in nine sessions. Please note that multiple mistakes
could occur in a single session.
For each participant, we conducted the aforementioned procedure nine times for each condition preceded by three additional trials for practice. We calibrated an eye tracker once
before the Eye condition. The order of conditions was randomized to maintain the counterbalance. We also performed
experimental sessions to use wearable devices for the experimenter in advance in order to reduce the learning effects.
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Figure 11: (A) Experimental setting for User Study 2 (B) example of a target block picture presented to participants
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Figure 13: The task completion times in User Study 2. Bars
show standard deviation.
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Figure 12: The number of mistakes in User Study 2. Bars
show standard deviation.
Evaluations and Results

As an evaluation measure, we counted the number of times
where the worker failed to specify the object navigated by a
collaborator, accumulated over nine trials. We also measured
the total task completion time in the nine sessions. We expected the number of mistakes and the total time to decrease
in the Eye condition and tested them by the paired t-test.
Figure 12 shows the total number of mistakes for each participant. Overall, all the participants precisely specified the
target objects with eye fixations, which was supported by the
paired t-test at p = 0.01.
Figure 13 also shows the total task completion times for each
participant. Some participants quickly specified the target objects with eye fixations, which was supported by the paired
t-test at p = 0.05.
USER

STUDY

3:

ARRANGING

SHOWCASES

OF

BROCHURES UNDER WEARABLE DEVICE SCENARIO

We further evaluated our system with wearable devices qualitatively to see how eye fixations affected the remote collaboration experience in a practical task. We again recruited eight
participants who had the same background as those in User
Studies 1 and 2. Four pairs of participants were asked to arrange a showcase of brochures for travel fairs, as shown in
Figure 15, and to answer the interview questions on their experience of the task.

This experiment was conducted with a larger workspace than
that in the previous two user studies. As illustrated in Figure 14, the workspace consisted of a working desk, a shelf,
and a whiteboard that could not all be captured at once by a
wearable camera without moving the worker’s head. A set of
brochures was placed on the working desk. Various decorations and tools were stored on the shelf. The worker was able
to attach them on the whiteboard to arrange a showcase.
The task proceeded as follows: First, we explained the use of
our system and the goal of the task to a pair of participants.
They then decided their role (the worker or the collaborator).
We performed HMD-camera calibration for the worker and
eye tracker calibration for the collaborator. During a session, the participants first checked all the travel brochures
and discussed the concept of the showcase (e.g., trip to Europe). Once the concept was fixed, they started to decorate
the whiteboard by using brochures and tools on the showcase
space. The task continued until participants were satisfied.
Interviews

At the end of the task, we interviewed the participants for
10 min. Our interviews were semi-structured to focus on the
experience as a worker and a collaborator. First, we asked
to the collaborator, “Did you use your eyes for providing instructions, and if so, when?” Next, we asked to the worker,
“Did you understand the collaborator’s eye positions?”and
“How did you find the visualization on the HMD?” We then
reviewed their showcase together and asked the participants
to comment on their experience freely.
Observation and Feedback

All the pairs of participants were able to successfully realize their concept of travel fairs and satisfactorily arrange their
showcases, as shown in Figure 15. The task completion times
were between 22 min and 51 min. They enjoyed the remote
collaboration experience: “I really enjoyed this collaboration. I was able to realize our concept with my partner” and
“We were satisfied with this showcase.”

Figure 16: Pointing instructions with eye fixations in User
Study 3: (A) Object (B) Location. Blue circles show collaborator’s eye positions.

Figure 14: Experimental setting of User Study 3

seeing hand gestures. They are more attractive” and “I felt the
eye movements non-salient compared to gestures.”
The participants who played the role of workers mostly liked
our system setup and visualization: “This setup is simple. I
didn’t feel a fatigue in this experiment.” We also received
negative feedback from a few participants about the HMDcamera calibration process. The process needed trial and error for precise calibration that took up to 10 min: “The calibration process was difficult for me; I wish it were easier.”
On the other hand, the other participants were able to perform
this calibration process quickly.
DISCUSSION

Figure 15: Results of User Study 3: each picture shows a
result of the showcase arranged by each pair.
The collaborator used eye fixations for pointing objects and
some locations in the workspaces to facilitate joint attention
with the worker (Figure 16). The worker could specify the objects mentioned by the collaborator before manipulating the
objects: “I felt the instructions provided by my eyes simple”
and “I could look at the objects looked at by the collaborator.”
In all the pairs, instructions with eye fixations were provided
frequently when a worker moved around and the workspace
visible to a collaborator completely changed. The collaborators were able to track the target objects/locations by their
eyes under dynamic scenes.
Similar to the fixed device scenario evaluated in User Study 1,
we found that the workers were able to distinguish explicit instructions from eye fixations continuously presented through
an optical see-through HMD as such instructions were always
accompanied with speech: “I checked the HMD to receive instructions when my partner used speech.”
The visualization of eye fixations sometimes indicated the
collaborator’s interests: “Sometimes, I saw the HMD to check
the collaborator’s interests” and “I could figure out where my
partner was interested in.”
Hand gestures were used for describing various object manipulations such as attaching brochures on a whiteboard, moving
a toy, and cutting paper decorations. The workers felt that the
hand gestures were more noticeable than eye fixations: “I like

In this section, we discuss how remote collaborator’s eye fixations visualized on a workspace can work for remote collaboration. Overall, we confirmed the effectiveness of visualizing eye fixations both in the user studies with fixed POV
and wearable devices. In particular, we found the following
features of the fixations in remote collaboration.
Finding 1: fast and precise pointing by fixations

Eye fixations visualized by both a projector (User Study 1)
and a HMD (User Studies 2 and 3) show a fast and precise
pointing capability over hand gestures. This feature of fast
pointing further enables joint pointing to multiple objects at a
time when the history of fixations is visualized in the fixed device scenario. Precise pointing effectively works in the wearable device scenario where workspaces monitored through a
wearable camera often change dynamically.
Finding 2: different roles in fixations and hand gestures

Collaborators used their eyes and hands in different ways to
instruct workers. Eye fixations were used mainly for identifying the objects of interest, while hand gestures were used
for providing instructions regarding the manipulation of the
identified objects. In User Studies 1 and 3, remote collaborators described the object locations by gaze, often followed by
their hand gestures, to describe how they wanted the worker
to manipulate the object of focus.
Finding 3: explicit instructions enabled by the combination of fixations and speeches

In User Studies 1 and 3, eye fixations were used for providing explicit instructions (e.g., object identification) only when

they were combined with speech. This feature allowed workers to easily distinguish instructions from the other unmeaningful eye movements even if the points of gaze were visualized throughout a task, in a non-salient manner. This feature
was related to the finding in [31] that the collaborator’s verbal
instructions affected the worker’s attention.
Finding 4: indicating collaborator’s implicit intentions

Continuous visualization of the collaborator’s points of gaze
was also indicative of the implicit intentions of the collaborator such as his/her interest and future instructions. Indeed,
some participants in User Study 1 reported that the history of
points of gaze could be used for predicting the current state
of the collaborator such as comparing multiple objects in the
workspace and trying to provide the next instruction. In addition, the worker was able to see whether his/her interest
aligned with that of a collaborator in User Study 3.
LIMITATION

In User Study 1, we observed the problems of projection mapping related to the size of the projected hands and the occlusions by blocks, because the fixed device system used a
2D projection mapping method (i.e., homographic projection
mapping). We believe that 3D projection mapping technologies will be able to address these problems.
The result of User Study 2 revealed fast and precise pointing of visualizing eye fixations in a wearable device setting.
However, User Study 2 did not clarify the effectiveness of the
collaborator’s eye fixations from a worker’s perspective, because the participants played only the role of the collaborator.
Even so, the participants of User Study 3 used eye fixations
for object and position identification in a practical task. We
believe that this observation can support Finding 1. Additional studies will help to generalize the effectiveness of the
proposed framework under different conditions (e.g., different person and target sizes).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we investigated how remote collaboration between a local worker and a remote collaborator changed if the
eye fixations of the collaborator were presented to the worker.
Through a series of user studies, we found some typical ways
of using eyes for remote collaboration and how they effectively worked to accomplish physical tasks. Our findings can
be enabled just by adding an off-the-shelf eye tracker on the
collaborator’s side. It covers not only the remote collaboration in small workspaces enabled by a pair of a fixed POV
camera and a projector but also that for larger workspaces
that require wearable devices.
Extending the visualization of eye fixations to the collaborator’s side like [31] leads to a novel dual eye-tracking study.
One promising direction is to install a pair of wearable headmounted eye tracker and an HMD on both the people in the
remote collaboration for two individual physical tasks. While
this setting has the potential of enhancing their non-verbal
interaction, it also raises a new question: How will people
distribute their attention to their own workspace and that of
their partner’s visualized through the HMD.

Another direction is to apply our framework to considerably
larger workspaces, such as an entire building or a city, where
more than two workers will move around to perform a physical task. This application involves several important topics in
CSCW, such as efficient monitoring and provision of instructions to multiple workers, long-term assistance with remote
collaboration, and heterogeneous monitoring of workspaces
by using smartphones [17, 29] as well as fixed POV and wearable cameras.
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